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Abstract. We study to which extent Leap Motion can be used for mid-
air interaction while working on various virtual assembling and shape
modeling tasks. First, we outline the conceptual design phase, which is
done by studying and classification of how human hands are used for
various creative tasks in real life. Then, during the phase of the func-
tional design, we propose our hypothesis how to efficiently implement
and use natural gestures with Leap Motion and introduce the ideas of
the algorithms. Next we describe the implementation phase of the ges-
tures in virtual environment. It is followed by the user study proving our
concept.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Mid-air interaction is an emerging spatial input mode which has been used in
many areas of interaction, e.g., mid-air keyboard typing [13], interaction with
large displays [15], virtual and augmented reality [17], and touchless interaction
[2,9,10]. Recent progress in hand tracking using affordable controllers such as
Leap Motion (www.leapmotion.com), Nimble VR (niblevr.com), and MS Kinect
(www.microsoft.com) boosted research and development on precise hand track-
ing, especially in the area of computer games [14]. Breakthroughs were also made
in predicting self-occluded hand, e.g., [20], which, until recently, was a serious
obstacle for using optical tracking devices. However, application of mid-air ges-
tures for precise 3D object manipulation in virtual environments, such as virtual
prototyping, assembling and various shape modeling operations, still remains a
challenging research problem. Indeed, with 27 degrees of freedom for the hand,
only one grasping gesture can be classified into 33 variants [6]. With the motor
skills acquired with age and experience, we take and manipulate objects of differ-
ent size, shape and weight in a way that we feel is most natural and productive.
For various simulations and training, professional motor skills in virtual envi-
ronments, such natural gestures, should be recognized and implemented by the
interactive modeling system.
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In this paper, we perform a feasibility study on using Leap Motion con-
troller for virtual assembling and shape modeling operations mimicking real life
gestures rather than using artificial, however possibly more efficient for captur-
ing, gestures [12,29]. We first analyze the existing progress with hand tracking
in these areas, as well as what has been achieved in hand tracking with Leap
Motion controller. Next, we analyze and classify the hand gestures which are
used in real life hand-based desktop constructions, assembling, and modeling
operations. We then come up with just a few algorithms that allow for recogni-
tion of many possible hand gestures. Next, we briefly outline the implementation
and describe the user tests which we conducted to verify our hypothesis and the
devised algorithms. The paper ends with a conclusion.

2 Use of Hand Gestures for Virtual Assembling
and Modeling

Hand tracking can be performed using different platforms, such as virtual gloves
with bending sensors [4], mechanical tracking devices (e.g., exo-skeletons), and
optical and depth tracking devices, like Leap Motion, Nimble VR, and Kinect.

When performing various assembling operations, the user should be able to
take the object, relocate it while also changing its orientation, and release it.
Shape modeling often requires hand-made deformations, such as elastic defor-
mations and various cuttings. There are two different approaches to perform the
respective hand interaction in virtual environments (VE): collision based and
gesture-based. The first one assumes that a virtual hand, controlled by the users
hand, collides with the objects in the VE thus implementing the real life colli-
sion between the hand (fingers and palm) and the objects. This process, when
implemented physically-based, may realistically simulate the real hand opera-
tions with a high degree of precision. Based on this approach, many research
works have been done to implement how the virtual objects can be grasped,
moved and deformed. For example, Garbaya et al. [8] proposed a spring-damper
model for hand interaction with mechanical components in their virtual assem-
bly system. A similar model was also proposed in [1] for the whole hand vir-
tual grasping where linear and torque forces were calculated to be exerted on
objects to simulate their dynamics. Besides physically-based methods, heuristic
approaches can also be used to manipulate objects with virtual hands. For exam-
ple, in [28] a method for manipulating a virtual wrench is proposed, while in [11]
a realistic kinematics model of a virtual hand (skeleton [26,27], muscle and skin)
is discussed. In some works, the virtual hand is used for creating surfaces [18]
and point clouds [7], as well as for various deformations of elastic objects [25]
according to the amount of force exerted by it.

An alternative to virtual hand simulation approach assumes that the objects
in VE are manipulated by various mid-air gestures. Some gestures mimic the
way we interact with objects in the real life, others are rather abstract. Thus,
one typical metaphor is to use pinching gesture to select objects, and then to
relocate them by moving and rotating hands [19]. A pointing gesture [16] is
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often used to specify a direction for the object selection. In [24], a sheet-of-paper
metaphor is proposed for visual assembling to rotate the view point direction
like pinching a sheet of paper. Another example is [21] where a handle bar
metaphor is proposed to mimic manipulation of objects that are skewered with
a bimanual handle bar. For shape modeling, an interaction system named shape-
it-up was proposed in [23] with three basic gestures for different manipulation
and deformation operations.

Using devices like Leap Motion controller opens new prospects for the pre-
cision with which fingers can be tracked. Not only bending but even slight dis-
placements of the fingers sideways can be precisely captured by it. However,
not many works have been done with Leap Motion in the studied area. The
Playground app1 uses a ghost hands for assembling based on a rigid collision
model provided by Unity Game Engine. Examples of applications with gestural
interfaces for 3D object manipulation and camera adjustment can be found in
on various websites2.

Generally, though the methods based on collision detection are quite promis-
ing, their efficiency is limited by the used hand tracking systems, which may
not be able to capture properly all the 27 degrees of freedom of the hand. Also,
the inability to deliver a realistic tactile feedback from the virtual hand causes
the users to replace it with various visual feedbacks (e.g., colored finger tips to
reflect the amount of forces exerted, etc.). As for the mid-air gestures, though
efficiently captured by the tracking system, they are neither intended for benefit-
ting from real-life hand motor skills nor for training these skills. In this paper, we
perform a feasibility study of using Leap Motion controller for tracking mid-air
gestures with application to real life gestures used in various desktop hand-made
operations.

3 Proposed Mid-Air Gestures

First, we outline the conceptual design phase, which is done by studying and
classification of how human hands are used for various creative hand-made tasks
in real life. Then, working on the functional design, we propose our hypoth-
esis how to efficiently implement and use natural gestures with Leap Motion
and describe the ideas of the main algorithms. Finally, we briefly outline the
implementation of the gestures in virtual environment.

3.1 Hand Gestures Study

We studied and classified the plethora of real life hand gestures used when dif-
ferent desktop-based assembling and modeling operations are performed, which
include unimanual and bimanual grasping, motion (including relocation and
rotations), and deformation gestures. For the various hand-made operations on
1 http://blog.leapmotion.com/inside-leap-motion-designing-playground/.
2 See e.g. https://apps.leapmotion.com/apps/sculpting/windows and https://apps.

leapmotion.com/apps/cyber-science-motion-zoology/windows.

http://blog.leapmotion.com/inside-leap-motion-designing-playground/
https://apps.leapmotion.com/apps/sculpting/windows
https://apps.leapmotion.com/apps/cyber-science-motion-zoology/windows
https://apps.leapmotion.com/apps/cyber-science-motion-zoology/windows
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real objects, the object is usually first taken (possessed) by hand. This gesture
of taking the object may have different names: grasping, pinching, grabbing,
gripping, etc. There are a few classifications of all these gestures controlling
the objects position and orientation (e.g., [6]) however for the gestures used for
desktop hand-made operations we will consider only the following three groups:

1. When the fingers move towards the opposable thumb (e.g., as in grabbing
and pinching).

2. When the fingers bend towards the palm (e.g., as in cylindrical grip).
3. When one or a few fingers of the whole palm are touching the object while

exerting some force thus establishing control over the object (e.g., when touch-
ing and picking).

Releasing of the object is a converse process so that the hand and/or fingers
lose the contact with the object. All possible motions (relocations) of objects,
which can be done with one hand after the object is taken, are then performed by
moving the hand from one position to another as a sequence of taking-moving-
releasing gestures. All the unimanual object rotations, after the object is taken,
can be eventually classified into three groups:

1. Incremental rotation by taking-rotation-releasing sequences of gestures when
the object is firmly held by the fingers and the thumb while the wrist rotates.

2. Incremental rotation by only moving the fingers and the thumb with a fixed
position and orientation of the wrist. This gesture may be performed together
with the previous wrist rotation as well.

3. Rotation by one or a few fingers or the whole palm performed as a circular
motion while the fingers/hand touch the surface of the object which is being
rotated.

Finally, unimanual deformations, which can become useful for potential vir-
tual modeling, are rather limited to only two groups:

1. Squeezing and twisting with the fingers moving towards the thumb.
2. Deformations by pressing the object with the thumb or one or a few fingers,

as it is done in clay modeling.

Bimanual gestures add additional varieties to the considered groups of ges-
tures. Thus, grasping can be done with two hands performing the grabbing,
pinching or gripping gestures. While moving two hands holding the virtual
object, the operations of relocation, rotation (like steering wheel rotation or
a handle bar) and various deformations can also be performed.

3.2 Functional Design of the Mid-Air Gestures

Our research hypothesis is that we may achieve higher efficiency of natural mid-
air gestures if we avoid displaying virtual hands since observation of the motion
of the virtual objects/instruments controlled by the hand is more essential than
an ability to see the simulated hand itself. As an advantage of this approach, we
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Fig. 1. Mid-air gestures design. Form left to right: minimum distance from the thumb
to fingertips; finger bending; circular rotation with fingers; rotation with one finger.

will not base most of our hand tracking algorithms on collision detection between
the virtual hand and the objects but rather on recognition of the gesture itself.
Therefore, the gesture algorithms will be not constrained by the number of poly-
gons involved in construction of the virtual objects as soon as they can be ren-
dered in real-time. This approach assumes that the virtual object or instrument
is somehow selected or predefined, and once made visible, the user will manipu-
late it with the gestures which are commonly used with this object in real life.
We also hypothesize that just a few basic gestures recognition algorithms can be
devised to be able to still apply many varieties of the real life gestures.

We devised algorithms of unimanual grasping and pinching gestures based
on computing the minimum distance from fingers to the thumb to trigger the
event of grasping and pinching (First image of Fig. 1). The gripping gestures is
based on computing the bending angle of the four fingers which, when exceeds a
certain threshold value, will trigger the grasping event (Second image of Fig. 1).
Releasing is a converse process to detect that the threshold value of the finger
distance or bending angle is no longer exceeded. However, picking and touching
have to be based on tracking the finger or palm positions and, depending on the
content, may require performing a collision detection of the hand/fingers with
the object or its bounding box.

Unimanual relocation algorithms (translation) are based on tracking the hand
position. Unimanual rotation algorithms for taking-rotation-releasing sequences
is based on tracking the wrist orientation. While for incremental rotation per-
formed by moving fingers, we proposed an algorithm where the 3D positions
of the finger and the thumb tips are projected onto a plane thus reducing the
task of calculation of the angle of rotation to a 2D case (Third image of Fig. 1).
Rotation with one finger is based on tracking the finger position as a particular
case of the rotation by fingers (Last image of Fig. 1).

Unimanual deformation is a continuation of the respective grasping or grip-
ping gesture so that the elastic objects can be deformed following the fingers
motions after the grasping event is detected. This gesture can be performed
as an incremental sequence grasping-squeezing-releasing. Deformation done by
applying to the object a few fingers or the whole palm is based on tracking the
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finger/thumb/palm positions and it may require, in contrast to other gestures,
to compute the contact point with the virtual object surface.

Bimanual gestures are based on the unimanual gestures algorithms and
assume that the virtual object is first grasped by one hand. Then, grasping
the same object with the other hand triggers the event of bimanual gestures
which are applied in a content sensitive way depending of the virtual object
constraints i.e. whether and how the object can be moved, rotated or deformed.

3.3 Implementation

To implement the devised algorithms, we used Virtual Reality Modeling Lan-
guage (VRML) and its successor Extensible 3D (X3D, cf. [5,22]) for defining
interactive virtual worlds to be published in the networked environments as well
as on local client computers. We used Bitmanagement BS Contact VRML/X3D
viewer, which is a commonly used plugin to several Internet browsers. BS Con-
tact provides an interface to support input devices by extending VRML/X3D
through a DeviceSensor Node for receiving the input data from the device [3].

4 User Tests and Analysis of the Results

We have performed user studies on the efficiency of the proposed gestures in the
virtual environment. We investigated:

1. whether each gesture can be seamlessly recognized when performed by differ-
ent users,

2. whether the gestures will actually mirror natural gestures, and
3. whether the gestures can be used as fast and as precise as in real life.

4.1 System Setup

We used a DELL PRECISION T7500 workstation with Intel(R) Xeon (R) CPU
2.40 GHz 2.39 GHz and 12 GB memory, running Windows 7 professional. The
Leap Motion controller (software version is 2.3.1 +31549) was placed on the
desktop facing up. The interaction height is approximately 20 cm above the
desktop with a tracking rate of around 300 frames per second. The codes are
written in VRML + java script, and visualized using MS Internet Explorer with
BS Contact plugin. The hand data is transferred to the viewing platform by our
plugin [3].

4.2 Testing Procedure

Two experiments were conducted with 10 participants (7 males and 3 females)
with an age between 21 to 32 (M = 25, SD = 3.8) for the experiment. 4 of them
had experience with using Leap Motion gestural interface. During the first exper-
iment, the participants were required to sit in front of the computer monitor and
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interact with their hands above the desktop while looking at the monitor (Fig. 2).
Different objects were shown on the computer monitor for 5 s each, specifically,
Rubiks cube, ball, glass, book, and pencil, while virtual hands were not displayed
at all. Within 5 s, the participants had to take each object with any hand or with
both hands and in a way how they would do in real life for the same object (grab-
bing, pinching, taking with two hands). When the object is taken (the gesture is
recognized), the objects slightly changed their visual appearance to give a visual
feedback that the object is possessed by the participant. Then, the participant
had to move the object to a new place, while also changing its orientation either
by rotating the wrist or by moving fingers, and, finally, to release it. The object
could be also squeezed to deform it. After completion, the users were invited to
perform the same operations with real objects and also within 5 s for each of the
object. The two tests were then compared in terms of timing and precision.

Fig. 2. Performing bare-hand operations with mid-air gestures. Left: without display-
ing virtual hands. Right: while displaying the virtual hands.

During the second experiment, the participants were required to perform the
same 5 s per object tests while the virtual hands were displayed. After the exper-
iments, the participants were asked to answer a questionnaire. The questionnaire
was based on a 5 point Likert scale containing the following questions:

Q1: I feel it is easy and not stressful to accomplish the task.
Q2: I can remember and use the interaction techniques.
Q3: I feel natural to interact with the objects.
Q4: I feel no confusion during interaction.
Q5: I like this interface.

4.3 Results and Discussion

The collected replies on the five questions are accumulated in Fig. 3. We found
that interaction time without showing virtual hands (t = 3.34, SD = 0.65) is
shorter than that when the virtual hands were shown (t = 4.13, SD = 0.68). Show-
ing virtual hands can be less stressful (Q1), however it may lead to confusion
(Q4) and excessive but unnecessary concentration on the virtual hands (Q2). The
user preferences are equally split between the two approaches (Q5). Using motor
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Fig. 3. Participants replies after the two experiments with mid-air gestures with and
without displaying the virtual hands.

skills was also equally split (Q3). Experienced participants preferred hiding the
virtual hands.

Moreover, when the virtual hands were not displayed, the participants tended
to select more comfortable position for the hands as well as the best capturing
position for the Leap Motion controller. This led to improving the quality of
gesture recognition. We have also concluded that to achieve a better performance
with the gesture recognitions without showing the hands, it may become useful
to tune the interactive modeling system for some users, in a way how it is done
for common mouse and touch-pad interactions.

When virtual hands are displayed, the users tended to move them towards
the object, which reduced the efficiency of gesture recognition when the hands
left the best capturing area of the Leap Motion controller.

5 Conclusion

We proved that Leap Motion can be efficiently used for mid-air interaction while
working on various virtual assembling and shape modeling desktop tasks. We
have proved with the user studies our research hypothesis that higher efficiency
of natural mid-air gestures can be achieved without displaying the virtual hand
hence shifting attention of the user to the hand-controlled virtual instruments
and employing the existing hand motor skills of the users. The proposed approach
allows the users to begin bare-hand virtual manipulations without learning any
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special instructions by simply doing things in the same natural and logical way
as in real life.
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